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Four More Dining Options Open 

Murphy, Texas – January 16, 2024.  The City of Murphy welcomes the opening of four additional dining 

options to the community: Cava, Feng Cha, Mochinut, and Pizza Twist. 

Mochinut and Feng Cha are both located in the new Two Murphy Village Center behind Chase Bank.  

Mochinut opened earlier this month blending mochi and donut to a divine perfection. Mochi donuts are 

made with rice flour, which gives them a different texture from traditional yeast or cake donuts. Tasty 

Korean corn dogs and bubble tea drinks round out the menu.  Feng Cha is just a few steps away offering 

a comfy Asian teahouse experience with Vietnamese coffee, various teas and fruit drinks, along with fine 

pastries. Feng Cha opens on Saturday, January 20th. 

Cava and Pizza Twist both open this week in the Murphy Marketplace along the 300 block of East FM 

544.  Cava offers a modern mediterranean-style cuisine.  Diners chose a bowl or pita layered with greens 

or grains, then proteins such as grilled chicken, falafel or spicy lamb, finished with a choice of toppings 

and dressings.  Pizza Twist is just as the name sounds.  It’s pizza with a twist on traditional and Indian 

flavors.  Looking for a vegan, keto, gluten-free or halal, this place has got you covered.  Everything is 

made fresh to your order. 

“Murphy is fortunate to enjoy a plethora of dining choices with nearly 70 destinations for area residents 

to choose from”, said Jared Mayfield, Director of Community & Economic Development for Murphy.  

“The City has evolved to become a major dining destination with multiple fast-casual restaurants, coffee 

shops and specialty eateries.  More are on the way too.  In the very near future, BB.Q Chicken and 

Dessert Avenue also will soon join our mix of flavors to tempt local foodies.” 
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